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Abstract

Coalescing is a data restructuring operation applicable
to temporal databases. It merges timestamps of adjacent
or overlapping tuples that have identical attribute values.
The likelihood that a temporal query employs coalescing is
very high. However, coalescing is an expensive and time
consuming operation. In this paper1 we present a novel
temporal relational model through which coalescing be-
comes quite simple. The basic idea is to augment each time-
varying attribute in a temporal relation with two additional
attributes that trace changes in values of the correspond-
ing time-varying attribute. One attribute traces changes in
values with respect to each individual instance (i.e. tuples
having the same key value), while the other attribute traces
changes in values globally for all instances (i.e. all tuples in
the temporal relation). Using these tracing attributes, coa-
lescing could be easily implemented through a quite simple
join-free group-by query. The coalescing query is fully pro-
cessed and optimized by the underlying database manage-
ment system.

1. Introduction

Coalescing is a data restructuring operation applicable to
temporal databases. It is similar to duplicate elimination in
conventional databases. Coalescing merges timestamps of

1Part of this work was done while the first two authors were at The
Faculty of Computers and Information, Cairo University, Egypt.

Name Department Salary Start End
Peter Software 200 1/1/1990 1/1/1995

Alberto Hardware 100 2/1/1990 1/1/1996
Peter Software 100 1/2/1995 1/1/1998

Alberto Sales 200 1/2/1996 Now
Thomas Hardware 100 1/1/1997 Now

Peter Sales 100 1/2/1998 Now

Table 1. Emp relation.

Name Salary Start End
Peter 200 1/1/1990 1/1/1995
Peter 100 1/2/1998 Now

Table 2. The result of Query 1.

adjacent or overlapping tuples that have identical attribute
values [2]. For instance, consider the snapshot of a tem-
poral relation in Table 1 that shows data about employees
working in a company, and assume that the manager of the
organization is interested in the history of the salary of Pe-
ter.

There are three tuples for Peter. The first tuple represents
Peter when he was earning 200 dollars, whereas the second
and third tuples reflect the fact that Peter is earning 100 dol-
lars. Applying coalescing to these three tuples generates the
result shown in Table 2. Because the timestamps of the two
tuples with a salary of 100 dollars are adjacent, coalescing
merged both tuples into a single tuple with a new times-
tamp. The Start value of the new timestamp is the Start
value of the earlier tuple, where the End value is the End
value of the recent tuple.

The semantic of the above query could be expressed
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Department Start End
Software 1/1/1990 1/1/1995
Hardware 2/1/1990 1/1/1996
Hardware 1/1/1997 Now

Sales 1/2/1996 Now

Table 3. The result of Query 2.

using TSQL (Temporal SQL). TSQL [10] is an extension
of the standard relational query language (SQL) enhanced
with temporal features and predicates to manipulate
temporal databases [15]. In such a query, coalescing is
applied on both Name and Salary attributes, where Name
is the primary key of the temporal relation and Salary is
the time-varying attribute of the user interest. The TSQL
statement of the above query looks as follows:

Query 1:

SELECT EMP.NAME, EMP.SALARY
FROM EMP (NAME, SALARY)
WHERE EMP.NAME = Peter

Moreover, in some not unusual cases, time intergaps be-
tween identical values of a time-varying attribute might ex-
ist. Therefore, coalescing has to consider this situation and
reflect this fact in the coalesced result. This is illustrated in
the following example. Assume that the manager is asking
about the employment history of the various departments in
the whole organization. As there were no employees in the
Hardware department between 1/1/1996 and 1/1/1997 (i.e.
an intergap), the coalesced output should be as shown in
Table 3.

In this output, the Hardware department is represented
in two separate tuples to reflect the fact that there is a time
intergap in this value. The TSQL statement of this query
looks as follows:

Query 2:

SELECT EMP.DEPARTMENT
FROM EMP (DEPARTMENT)

In both Query 1 and Query 2, the attribute(s) on which
coalescing is applied are placed between parentheses in the
FROM clause.

The likelihood that a temporal query employs coalesc-
ing is very high. However, coalescing is an expensive and
time consuming operation. The complexity of coalescing is
affected by the number of time-varying attributes on which
coalescing is being applied. The more the number of time-
varying attributes involved in coalescing, the more the coa-
lescing becomes complex and expensive.

In this paper we present CME (Coalescing Made Easy),

a novel temporal relational model through which coalesc-
ing becomes quite simple. The basic idea is to augment
each time-varying attribute in a temporal relation with two
additional attributes that trace changes in values of the cor-
responding time-varying attribute. One of these attributes
traces changes in values with respect to each individual in-
stance (i.e. tuples having the same key value), while the
other attribute traces changes in values globally for all in-
stances (i.e. all tuples in the temporal relation). Using
these tracing attributes, coalescing could easily be imple-
mented through a quite simple join-free group-by query.
CME model has the following key distinguishing features:

1. In CME model, tuples which are candidates to coalesc-
ing are identified during insert and update operations,
not at query time. That is, when an existing tuple is
updated or a new tuple is inserted into a temporal re-
lation, it is identified how this tuple will be coalesced
with respect to each time-varying attribute. Hence, in-
tuitively, query processing time is reduced.

2. CME model is extensible to support unlimited num-
ber of time-varying attributes. Regardless of the num-
ber of time-varying attributes on which the coalescing
is applied, the tight number of accesses to the entire
temporal relation is always 1. That is, considering the
number of accesses to the entire temporal relation as
the analysis metric, for any temporal query with a co-
alescing operation cop, cop (n) = θ (1), where n is the
number of time-varying attributes on which cop is ap-
plied.

3. In CME model, coalescing is done through a quite sim-
ple join-free group-by query, which is fully processed
and optimized by the underlying DBMS. This guaran-
tees an efficient execution of the query.

4. Because of its simplicity, CME model is easy to im-
plement. It could be used to build a temporal stratum
to conventional databases. Recently, we have imple-
mented a beta version of a temporal stratum, named
TIME (TIme Made Easy), that utilizes CME model.
We give an overview of this stratum in this paper and
defer the details to an incoming publication.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 briefly reviews the temporal data model. Section 3 dis-
cusses existing approaches for handling coalescing in tem-
poral databases. Section 4 presents CME model and dis-
cusses its main concepts. Section 5 explains how coalescing
is addressed in CME model. Section 6 presents an overview
of TIME stratum as a prototype system that utilizes CME
model. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper with some
further discussion.
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2. Temporal Data Model

Time is an important aspect of all real-world phenom-
ena. The ability to model the time dimension is essential
to many real-world applications, such as banking, inventory
control, health-care, and geographical information systems
[6, 1, 12].

Temporal databases provide the ability to store the his-
tory of current data in the database so that it could be used
for various querying purposes. For example, it is possible
to ask about the history of an employee’s salary so that the
result would be all salaries the employee was earning asso-
ciated with timestamps that represent the time validity for
each corresponding salary value. This process of history
keeping adds special characteristics to the basic database
operations. For example, in update operations, the new
value does not replace the old one. Rather, it does cause
an insertion of a new tuple that contains the new values
associated with a new timestamp. Similarly, the deletion
of tuples does not cause an actual deletion from database
tables. Rather, it marks the instance as removed from the
database and its history is maintained as part of the history
of the modeled reality.

In the context of temporal databases, two time dimen-
sions are of interest. They are the valid time and the trans-
action time [11]. The valid time of a fact is the time when
the fact is true in the modeled reality, whereas the transac-
tion time is the time when the fact is actually stored in the
database [3]. The database that supports only valid time is
termed a valid-time database. The database that supports
only transaction time is termed a transaction-time database.
The database that supports both valid and transaction time
is termed a bitemporal database.

Temporal relational model can support either attribute
timestamping or tuple timestamping [6]. In attribute times-
tamping, each attribute in a temporal relation has its own
timestamp that represents the time interval for the validity
of the attribute value. In tuple timestamping, each tuple in
a temporal relation has one timestamp that represents the
time interval for the validity of values of the corresponding
tuple as whole.

In this work, we assume that the underlying temporal
data model supports tuple timestamping and the valid time
dimension. We also assume that the insert and the update
operations preserve the temporal order of tuples in the mod-
eled reality.

3. Coalescing Approaches

3.1. Run-time and Update Coalescing

In [4], Dyreson mentions that there are two extremes to
address coalescing. They are run-time coalescing and up-

date coalescing. The run-time strategy defers coalescing to
query execution time, where tuples are stored uncoalesced
and during query execution, tuples are coalesced as needed.
On the other hand, the update strategy performs coalesc-
ing during data update , where tuples are recoalesced when
new data is inserted or existing data is modified. The intu-
itive merit of the update strategy over the run-time strategy
is that the execution time of temporal queries is relatively
smaller.

3.2. SQL, Main Memory, and DBMS Implementa-
tion

In [2], Bohlen et al. propose that coalescing could be im-
plemented through either SQL implementation, main mem-
ory implementation, or DBMS implementation. The DBMS
implementation approach requires modifying the underly-
ing DBMS internals, which is something exhaustive and
expensive. The main memory implementation approach
works by loading a relation into main memory, coalesce it,
and then store it back to the database. This approach suf-
fers from two main problems. First, it might be impossible,
in many cases, to load the whole relation in main memory.
Second, it is an expensive task to periodically move a rela-
tion from the database to the running application and then
store it back to the database. The SQL implementation ap-
proach aims at expressing coalescing operation as a set of
SQL commands that runs on the database and generates a
coalesced relation. However, usually the coalescing query
is very complex and it requires several scans, as well as,
self-join(s) to the entire temporal relation. The following
section shortly reviews the idea of several alternatives to
implement coalescing using SQL.

3.2.1 SQL Implementation

The SQL implementation approach aims at expressing co-
alescing operation as a set of SQL commands that runs
on the database and generates a coalesced relation. How-
ever, usually the coalescing query is very complex and it
requires several scans, as well as, self-join(s) to the entire
temporal relation. In [9], Snodgrass presents several alter-
native to implement coalescing using SQL, either through
SQL/PSM, cursors, or entire SQL.

SQL/PSM is the part of the SQL standard that specifies
how to write persistent stored modules. It includes state-
ments to create functions and procedures and also includes
additional programming constructs to enhance the power
of SQL [5]. This alternative uses the LOOP construct of
PSM to express coalescing. The loop maximally extends
the end date of each row and it ends when no rows are up-
dated. Then, the algorithm removes the rows that have non-
maximal periods of validity. Finally, the algorithm removes
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non-sequenced duplicates. The main disadvantage of this
alternative is that it requires the use of some constructs out-
side the SQL [9].

To implement coalescing using cursors, the SQL is used
only to open a sorted cursor on the table. Although only a
single scan of the entire temporal relation is required in this
alternative, and although the coalescing query is a join-free
one, the disadvantage here is that it is a must to pull rows
into the running application via cursors, manipulate them,
and then push them back into the database.

On the other hand, implementing coalescing entirely in
SQL always has the problem that the coalescing query is
considerably very complex and often has multiple nested
NOT EXISTS clauses [15], as well as, self-join(s). To
express Query 1 entirely in SQL, it would be expressed
through the query shown in Figure 1. The origin of this
query is cited in [15]. Note that this query requires 6 ac-
cesses, as well as, several self-joins to the entire temporal
relation.

Another alternative to implement coalescing entirely in
SQL is to use COUNT aggregate instead of NOT EXISTS
clauses [9]. Although the coalescing query in this alterna-
tive is relatively shorter than the one that is in the previous
alternative, and although it requires only 3 accesses to the
entire temporal relation, the order of the join operation is
higher.

CME model follows the update coalescing strategy and
the SQL implementation approach. However, the defer-
ences are 1) although CME model employs the update coa-
lescing strategy, at each insert or update operation, only the
most recent tuples in the temporal relation are operated for
coalescing. That is, it is not needed to recoalesce any data
in the history; 2) although CME model uses the SQL imple-
mentation approach, the coalescing query is a quite simple
query. It is also a join-free query. That is, no self-join is
done on the entire temporal relation.

4. CME Model

First of all, unlike the efforts done in [8, 14, 7], this pa-
per does not address an optimization problem for coalesc-
ing. Rather, it presents a novel temporal relational model
through which coalescing, regardless of the number of time-
varying attributes involved, could be easily implemented via
a quite simple join-free group-by query. This query is fully
processed and optimized by the underlying DBMS.

The idea behind CME model is to augment any time-
varying attribute in a temporal relation with two additional
attributes that trace changes in values of the corresponding
time-varying attribute. The first attribute traces changes in
values with respect to each individual instance (i.e. tuples
having the same key value). The second attribute traces
changes in values globally for all instances (i.e. all tuples

CREATE TABLE Temp(Salary, START, END) AS
SELECT Salary, START, END
FROM EMP
WHERE Name = Peter

SELECT DISTINCT F.Salary, F.START, F.END
FROM Temp AS F, Temp AS L
WHERE F.START < L.END
AND F.Salary = L.Salary
AND NOT EXISTS
(
SELECT * FROM Temp AS M
WHERE M.Salary = F.Salary
AND F.START < M. START
AND M.START < L.END
AND NOT EXISTS
(
SELECT * FROM Temp AS T1
WHERE T1.Salary = F.Salary
AND T1. START < M. START
AND M.START ≤ T1.END
)
)
AND NOT EXISTS
(
SELECT * FROM Temp AS T2
WHERE T2.Salary = F.Salary
AND
(
(
T2. START < F. START AND F.Start ≤ T2.END
)
OR
(
T2.Start < L.END AND L.END < T2.END
)
)
)

Figure 1. An entire SQL block, with multiple
nested NOT EXISTS clauses, for Query 1.

in the temporal relation). We begin the explanation of CME
model by defining both user-defined temporal relation and
CME temporal relation.

Definition 1: User-defined Temporal Relation (TR)
A user-defined temporal relation; TR, is a relation with

a schema: TR(K, Ai,..., An, TAj ,..., TAm), where K is the
primary key of TR, Ai is a time-invariant attribute such that
0 ≤ i ≤ n, and TAj is a time-varying attribute such that 1 ≤
j ≤ m.

Definition 2: CME Temporal Relation (CME-TR)
CME temporal relation; CME-TR, is a user-defined tem-

poral relation augmented with two attributes; START and
END to indicate the validity of values in each tuple2. In
addition, each attribute TAj in is augmented with two at-
tributes TAj-TL and TAj-TG. Hence, the actual schema for

2We assume CME model supports tuple timestamping, as mentioned in
Section 2.
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Name Department Department-TL Department-TG Salary Salary-TL Salary-TG Start End
Peter Software 1 1 200 1 1 1/1/1990 1/1/1995

Alberto Hardware 1 1 100 1 1 2/1/1990 1/1/1996
Peter Software 1 1 100 2 1 1/2/1995 1/1/1998

Alberto Sales 2 1 200 2 2 1/2/1996 Now
Thomas Hardware 1 2 100 1 1 1/1/1997 Now

Peter Sales 2 1 100 2 1 1/2/1998 Now

Table 4. Emp relation enhanced with CME model.

CME-TR becomes: TR(K, Ai,..., An, TAj , TAj-TL, TAj-
TG,..., TAm, TAm-TL, TAm-TG, START, END).

When a user defines a temporal relation TR as in Def-
inition 1, CME model converts it to a CME-TR and then
the remaining processing is done on CME-TR. All of these
details are totally transparent to the user.

Values of TAj-TL and TAj-TG are assigned during the
insertion of a new instance or the update of an existing tuple.
The massive effort to determine coalesced tuples is done at
insert and update time, rather than at the query execution
time. Therefore, coalescing is not repeated with each tem-
poral query. Intuitively, such an important feature reduces
the execution time of temporal queries.

First, consider the insertion of a new tuple (i.e. new in-
stance); say nt. When nt is inserted, the value of all TAj-TL
is set to 1 to reflect the fact that this value did not appear
before at this particular time-varying attribute for the cor-
responding instance . For each TAj-TG, the system checks
the most recent tuple; say t, whose TAi value is equivalent to
TAi value in nt; say tvi. There are three cases to be consid-
ered. First, if there is no such a tuple t, the value of TAj-TG
of nt is set to 1 to reflect the fact that this tvi appears for the
first time in the whole temporal relation with respect to TAi.
Second, if the END value of t is equal to NOW3, it means
that there is no intergap between tvi in nt and the value of
TAj of t. Then, in this case, the value of TAj-TG of nt is
set with the same value of TAj-TG in the tuple t. The third
case occurs when the END value of t is less than NOW. It
means that there is an intergap between t and nt with respect
to tvi. Consequently, in order to reflect the existence of this
intergap, the value of TAj-TG of nt is assigned the value of
TAj-TG of t incremented by 1. Figure 2 shows the insert
algorithm.

Second, consider the update operation. To manipulate
TAj-TG attributes, the update operation follows the same
mechanism used in insert operations. However, manipu-
lating TAj-TL attributes is slightly different. Once again,
recall that the update operation causes an insertion of a new
tuple; say ut for each updated instance (i.e. the instances
that satisfy WHERE condition in the update statement).
Assume that the general form of the update statement is as
follows:

3We assume that NOW is the time when the operation is performed.

UPDATE TR
SET TAi = tvi
WHERE Condition

where TAi is the name of the time-varying attribute to be
updated and tvi is the new value. For each updated instance,
to set values of TAj-TL of ut, the system compares tvi with
the corresponding value of the most recent tuple (again, say
t) of this instance. If the two values are identical, it means
that the update statement does not actually change the value
of the time-varying attribute, so the value of TAj-TL of ut is
set to the same value of TAj-TL of t. Otherwise, the value
of TAj-TL of ut is set to the same value of TAj-TL of t
incremented by 1. If the value tvi appeared for the updated
instance anytime before, this means that there is an intergap.
Hence the increment of the value of TAj-TL reflects this
fact.

Input: A new tuple nt (A1:V1,..., An:Vn , TA1:TV1,...,TAm:TVm).

BEGIN
IF CME-TR is empty THEN

FOR all nt.TAj -TL and nt.TAj -TG set value to 1
ELSE

BEGIN
FOR each nt.TAj -TL set value to 1;

FOR each nt.TAj -TG
BEGIN

SELECT MAX(End)
FROM CME-TR
WHERE CME-TR.TAj = TVj

IF MAX(End) = null THEN
nt.TAj -TG = 1

ELSE IF MAX(End) �= NOW THEN
nt.TAj -TG = CME-TR.TAj -TG + 1

ELSE
nt.TAj -TG = CME-TR.TAj -TG

END
END

END;

Figure 2. The insert algorithm.

Table 4 shows the result of applying insert and update
algorithms to the Emp relation in Table 1. When inserting
the first tuple, the value ”1” is assigned to all TAj-TL and
TAj-TG attributes. For the second tuple, which is an inser-
tion of a new instance, the TAj-TL attributes are assigned
the value ”1”. The TAj-TG attributes are assigned the value
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”1”, as well, because both the values ”Hardware” and ”100”
of Department and Salary attributes, respectively, appear for
the first time in the whole temporal relation. The third tu-
ple is inserted because the salary of Peter has changed. To
reflect this fact, the value of Salary-TL is incremented by
1 (i.e. it becomes ”2”). No changes appear in the value of
Department-TL because no changes happened in the value
of Department attribute for Peter. Also, for the TA-TG at-
tributes, the values remain with no changes because there
are no intergaps in the timestamps of these values. Al-
berto has been transferred to the ”Sales” department and his
salary was increased to ”200” . This is shown in the fourth
tuple. Because both Department and Salary values have
changed, for Alberto, the values of both Department-TL and
Salary-TL is incremented by 1 (i.e. both become ”2”). No
changes are in the value of Department-TG because there
is no intergap. But, for the Salary-TG, the value is incre-
mented by 1 because of the intergap in the value ”200” be-
tween 1/1/1995 and 1/2/1996. The similar mechanism is
followed in the insertion of the new instance; Thomas, and
the last update of Peter, shown in the fifth and the sixth tu-
ples, respectively.

5. Coalescing In CME

Generally, two tuples in a temporal relation are candi-
dates to coalescing if they have identical attribute values
and they have adjacent or overlapping timestamps [2].
Coalescing is necessary to ensure the semantics of some
temporal operators such as selection operator. Though its
importance, handling coalescing has some problems. First,
coalescing is relatively an expensive operation. Another
problem is the problem of intergaps, introduced above,
which adds more complications to the coalescing. Now,
based on the data in Table 4, Query 1 is processed by the
following standard SQL query:

Query 3:

SELECT Name, Salary, Salary-TL, MIN(START),
MAX(END)
FROM EMP
WHERE NAME = Peter
GROUP BY Name, Salary, Salary-TL

The result of Query 3 is shown in Table 5. It should
be mentioned here that as Query 1 is associated with
a certain instance (i.e. the primary key ”Name” of the
temporal relation is embedded in the query), CME model
uses the corresponding TAj-TL attribute (Salary-TL) in the
group-by clause. Because the value of Salary-TL is the
same for the two tuples of Peter with the salary 100 dollars,
both tuples are combined in a single tuple in the output

Name Salary Salary-TL Start End
Peter 200 1 1/1/1990 1/1/1995
Peter 100 2 1/2/1998 Now

Table 5. The result of Query 3.

Department Department-TG Start End
Software 1 1/1/1990 1/1/1995
Hardware 1 2/1/1990 1/1/1996
Hardware 2 1/1/1997 Now

Sales 1 1/2/1996 Now

Table 6. The result of Query 4.

result. Now, considering Query 2, it is processed by the
following standard SQL query:

Query 4:

SELECT Department, Department-TG, MIN(START),
MAX(END)
FROM EMP
GROUP BY Department, Department-TG

The result of Query 4 is shown in Table 6. In Query
4, CME model uses the corresponding TAj-TG attribute
(Department-TG) in the group-by clause because we need
to trace changes of Department attribute in the whole orga-
nization. In other words, the primary key of the temporal
relation is not embedded in the query. In both Query 3 and
Query 4, the attributes defined by CME model (Salary-TL
and Department-TG, respectively) appear in the SELECT
clause to preserve SQL syntax. Consequently, they should
be removed from the output shown to the user.

From the above examples, it is clear that the coalescing
could be done in a quite simple, short and readable SQL
query. Interesting is, regardless of the number of the time-
varying attributes embedded in coalescing, the number of
accesses to the entire temporal relation is always 1. The
only thing to do is to add the suitable corresponding TAj-
TG and/or TAj-TL attributes to the group-by clause.

It should be mentioned here that because the majority of
operations done on TIME involves the use of TAj-TL and
TAj-TG attributes, we propose to create an index for each
of these attributes to speed up operations and enhance per-
formance. Through the use of these indices, locating data
of interest is relatively quick.

6. TIME: A Temporal Stratum To Relational
Databases

TIME is a temporal stratum to relational databases that
utilizes CME model. Torp et al. conclude in [13] that the
stratum approach is the best short and medium term ap-
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proach to build a temporal DBMS. TIME has been imple-
mented in JAVA and has been tested on ORACLE 8i DBMS.
TIME is a platform-independent and DBMS-independent
application.

The user of the stratum has the illusion that the database
is managed by a TDBMS (Temporal DBMS). That is, all
implementation details are transparent to the user. The user
can create two types of relations, either snapshot or tem-
poral relations. In the case of creating a snapshot relation,
the system does not store the history of this relation. In the
case of creating a temporal relation, the system does store
the current snapshot as well as the history of the data. The
user can submit queries either in SQL to access the current
snapshot of the data, or in TSQL to access temporal data.

Parser

Create SelectDeleteInsert Update

Database DBMS

SQL
Transaction

TSQL
or SQL

Management Client 

Management
Server

The Result

The Result

Parsed TSQL

Non TSQL
 Module 

SQL

Figure 3. The conceptual architecture of
TIME.

The parser module in TIME determines the type of the
command issued by the user. If the command is a non-
temporal command, the system passes this command di-
rectly to the underlying DBMS. Otherwise, if the command
is a temporal one, the parser determines its type (either cre-
ate, insert, update, delete, or select statement), and passes
this command to its appropriate module. All temporal com-
mands are transformed into non-temporal SQL commands
that are executed by the underlying DBMS as an atomic
transaction.

Inherited from CME model, TIME supports tuple times-
tamping. That is, each tuple in a temporal relation has a
timestamp, which represents validity of the tuple in reality.
It is also assumes that valid time and transaction time are
the same. The time granularity in the current prototype is
a day. However, TIME supports temporal casting opera-
tions, and hence, queries which use other time granularities
(e.g. month and year) are also supported. A worthy merit of
TIME, that comes from utilizing CME model, is that all data
manipulation and query optimization are totally processed
by the underlaying DBMS. Figure 3 shows the conceptual
architecture of TIME.

7. Conclusion

In this paper we presented CME, a novel temporal re-
lational model through which coalescing, regardless of the
number of time-varying attributes involved, could be easily
implemented via a quite simple join-free group-by query.
This query is fully processed and optimized by the underly-
ing DBMS.

We also introduced an overview of a temporal stratum,
named TIME, that utilizes concepts of CME model. TIME
transforms TSQL-2 query to a set of simple SQL queries
that can be directly handled by underling DBMS.

The benefits of CME model are not restricted to coalesc-
ing in temporal databases, but could be extended to some
other features. Currently, we are doing some research in dif-
ferent related areas to make a good use of CME model. The
current areas of our interest are temporal XML and tempo-
ral data mining.

There are still some points which have not been ad-
dressed in this paper. The overhead added to insert and
update operations should formally be estimated and veri-
fied through experimental results. The fact that each time-
varying attribute requires two additional attributes, thus
making the size of temporal relation larger, should be ad-
dressed. The fact that some events might occur in the mod-
eled reality, but the reflection of these events to the database
is delayed, is out of scope in this paper. Therefore, the re-
laxation of the assumption that insert and update operations
preserve the temporal order of tuples in modeled reality is
worth considering. We defer the discussion of these points
to a future work that discusses TIME stratum in detail.
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